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Introduction

GCMs simulate the global 
atmosphere.
Coarse resolution.

Models need observed data to be 
initialized. These data are 
registered, processed and 
distributed in grid points (initial 
conditions) → reanalysis.

To simulate regional features of the 
climate, models need to have high 
resolution. It is expensive with 
GCMs but relatively cheaper with 
RCMs, which simulate a small part 
of the globe.



Horizontal resolution of the models Low resolutionHigh Resolution





Introduction

GCMs or reanalyses provide 
the initial and boundary 
conditions for RCMs

But how will RCMs know that the 
atmospheric systems are reaching or 
leaving a small domain?

Note that the atmospheric 
systems are not stationary, 
traveling in the atmosphere

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1M8kZ2tOM4mli8sI94Llx_uYK3ArA7YUc/view


Introduction

Organizational structure

Understanding why there are CMIP and CORDEX programmes

There are 

institutions that 

organize the 

protocols for the 

models’ executions.



Introduction

- Created in 1988 by the United Nations 

Environment Programme (UN 

Environment) and the World 

Meteorological Organization (WMO);

- 195 Member countries;

- Objective: systematic review of all 

relevant published literature to provide

policymakers with regular scientific 

assessments on climate change

https://www.ipcc.ch/

Understanding why there are CMIP and CORDEX programmes

- Created in 1995;

- Objectives: understand past, 

present and future climate changes; 

create protocols for numerical 

experiments and to make the multi-

model output publically available in 

a standardized format

https://www.wcrp-climate.org/wgcm-

cmip

 

- Created in 2009;

 

- Objective: a coordinated framework 

for evaluating and improving regional 

climate downscaling techniques and 

bridging the gap between the climate 

modelling community and end users 

of climate information across the 

globe. 

https://www.icrc-

cordex2016.org/index.php/about/wha

t-is-cordex

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systematic_review
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systematic_review


https://climateinformation.org/data-production-and-tailoring/production-of-climate-indicators/



Introduction

CORDEX domains



https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/figures/atlas/figure-atlas-6

CORDEX 
Central Asia domain

https://cordex.org/domains/region-8-central-asia/



DefinitionsIntroduction

Baseline/Reference: present-day conditions.

Forecast: predict the future based on initial 

conditions applied in the numerical models (it 

does not include scenarios).

Projection: term that can be regarded as any 

description of the future and the pathway

(scenario) leading to it. 

Scenario: description of a possible future state of 

the world.
https://carbonmarketwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Industrial-
Climate-strategy-in-practise-02-01.jpg

https://carbonmarketwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Industrial-Climate-strategy-in-practise-02-01.jpg
https://carbonmarketwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Industrial-Climate-strategy-in-practise-02-01.jpg


https://open.oregonstate.education/climatechange/
chapter/impacts/

https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-
how-shared-socioeconomic-pathways-
explore-future-climate-change

RCPs

Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)
- describe different levels of greenhouse gases and 
other radiative forcings that might occur in the future
- 4 pathways, spanning a broad range of forcing in 2100 
(2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 W m-2)
- they do not include any socioeconomic “narratives” to go 
alongside them.

SSPs

Shared Socioeconomic Pathways 
(SSPs)
- include socioeconomic factors 
(population, economic growth, 
education, urbanization and the 
rate of technological 
development)
- 5 socioeconomic development 
trajectories defined in terms of 
challenges to adaptation and 
mitigation

RCPs and SSPs are complementary
The RCPs set pathways for greenhouse gas concentrations 
and, effectively, the amount of warming that could occur 
by the end of the century. Whereas the SSPs set the stage 
on which reductions in emissions will – or will not – be 
achieved.

Introduction Scenarios



Introduction

SSP scenarios are 
described by Riahi et al. 
(2017).



Tutorial

CMIP6: Download



https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/search/cmip6/



Fill in the form

You will receive a password by email.



Click on login



Use the openID received by email

1
2



Fill in the username and password



Select the options

When logged in, your name appears



Select the GCM of your choice

There is a huge list of GCMs



Select the experiment



Experiment Configuration

Variant Label

ripf index denotes the 

ensemble member (realization r), 

initialization methods (i), 

physics versions (p), and 

forcing data set (f) 

In each model output file the “ripf” identifier 
is used to uniquely distinguish each member 
of an ensemble, but the differences between 
members may not always be clearly (or 
correctly) recorded in the “variant_info” 
global attribute inside the netcdf file. 

ES-DOC will therefore serve as the reference 
source for understanding differences 
between ensemble members. 

Modeling groups will record in ES-DOC the 
key to interpreting the differences between 
simulations identified by different indices. In 
particular for each forcing index, the list of 
forcing data sets applied in the simulation 
will be recorded.

https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/CMIP6/Guide/dataUse
rs.html

Some details are provided in 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h0r8
RZr_f3-
8egBMMh7aqLwy3snpD6_MrDz1q8n5XUk/e
dit# 

https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/CMIP6/Guide/dataUsers.html
https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/CMIP6/Guide/dataUsers.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h0r8RZr_f3-8egBMMh7aqLwy3snpD6_MrDz1q8n5XUk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h0r8RZr_f3-8egBMMh7aqLwy3snpD6_MrDz1q8n5XUk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h0r8RZr_f3-8egBMMh7aqLwy3snpD6_MrDz1q8n5XUk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h0r8RZr_f3-8egBMMh7aqLwy3snpD6_MrDz1q8n5XUk/edit


Initialization method is as follows:

1: Initial conditions taken from a 

prior simulation, as indicated by 

the branch-date attribute.

2: As 1, but with an additional 

random perturbation applied to 

the initial state of the 

atmosphere.

https://ukesm.ac.uk/cmip6/variant-id/

Forcing configuration (example for HadGEM3-GC3.1):

1: Input4MIPs version v6.1.1; no ozone remapping

2: Input4MIPs version v6.2.0; no ozone remapping

3: Input4MIPs version v6.2.0; with ozone remapping

ripf index denotes the 

ensemble member (realization r), 

initialization methods (i), 

physics versions (p), and 

forcing data set (f) 



Frequency Variable





4 temperatures?
Which is the mean 
air temperature at 

2-m?



4 temperatures?
Which is the mean 
air temperature at 

2-m?

Visit the tutorials to learn more about the variable names.

https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/CMIP6/Guide/dataUsers.html

https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/mips/cmip3/variableList.html

https://wcrp-cmip.org/cmip-model-and-experiment-documentation/ 

https://cfconventions.org/Data/cf-standard-names/current/build/cf-standard-name-table.html 

CMIP6 paper: https://gmd.copernicus.org/preprints/gmd-2019-219/gmd-2019-219.pdf 

https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/CMIP6/Guide/dataUsers.html
https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/mips/cmip3/variableList.html
https://wcrp-cmip.org/cmip-model-and-experiment-documentation/
https://cfconventions.org/Data/cf-standard-names/current/build/cf-standard-name-table.html
https://gmd.copernicus.org/preprints/gmd-2019-219/gmd-2019-219.pdf


4 temperatures?
Which is the mean 
air temperature at 

2-m?

Answer: tas



right click  and choose “save as”



Follow the previous steps and 
download the monthly mean of the air 
temperature at 2-m (variable tas)

Model: CanESM5
Experiment: SSP5-8.5 scenario
Variant: r1i1p1f1
Frequency: monthly
Variable: tas
Period: 2015-2100









save as



Tutorial

CMIP6: Pre-Processing



Softwares

Objective: Manipulate data

Grid Analysis and Display System
Objective: Visualization of data

Climate Data Operators



Downloaded data were stored at /trainings/CMIP6 

list the files



enter

enter



Netcdf file was not 
opened! 

Calendar problem???

Obs: the examples are in the 
Linux system. If you are using 
Windows, it is necessary to 
provide the path of the files
sdfopen C:\trainings\CMIP6\ 
tas_Amon_CanESM5_histori
cal_r1i1p1f1_gn_185001-
201412.nc



Netcdf file was not 
opened! 

Calendar problem???Model outputs are a challenge because they have:

→ different calendars
  standard
  360 days
  365 days
  366 days

→ grid type
  regular space
  non-regular space
  
→ horizontal resolution

We need to standardize the model data.

Examples of horizontal resolution

Our example



Knowing the dataset

GrADS does not understand 365 day 

calendar.

Grid coordinate is Gaussian (regular in 

longitude and almost regular in latitude). 

GrADS understands this type of grid but 

as GCMs have different horizontal 

resolution, we can interpolate all of them 

to the same regular grid (equally spaced).

We will use CDO to adapt the file.



Before executing the command

cdo remapbil,grid.txt infile.nc 
outfile.nc

it is necessary to construct a txt file 
with the grid information.

This information can be obtained 
using

cdo sinfo infile.nc

Open a text editor and type the 
grid information

gedit gridWorld.txt &

gridtype = latlon
xsize = 145
ysize = 73
xfirst = 0
xinc = 2.5
yfirst = -90
yinc = 2.5

Grid coordinate

Defining 2.5o x 2.5o as horizontal 

resolution. So, the number of grid 

points is obtained as:

lon = 360o / 2.5o = 144 + 1 = 145

lat = 180o / 2.5o = 72 + 1 = 73

Suggesting of editor for Windows: notepad++ 



gedit is a text editor of Linux

typing gedit and a file name, a window will be opened for you to write



& does not block the terminal

Adjusting grid and coordinates

Knowing the new file





Repeating the 
previous 
procedure but 
with the  file of 
future climate



ls list files

ls -ltr list files and add information

New files

We still have the problem with the 
calendar if we want to work with 

GrADS software



Calendar

GrADS only supports standard calendar

We can perform a trick with cdo for loading and visualizing the data in GrADS, but 
“the date the GrADS will show is not correct” because it considers a standard calendar

Data can have a

 standard calendar (years with 365 and 366 days)
 360 days (all years with 360 days – months with 30 days)
 365 days (all years with 365 days – not include February 
29)
 366 days (all years with 366 days)



cdo setcalendar,standar 
infile.nc outfile.nc

Calendar



Tutorial

CMIP6: Plotting



Open GrADS: type grads in the terminal

load the file

show file information

display a variable in a graphical window

tas is the variable name



Monthly means

Let’s do it in a GrADS script?



*Script to compute the climatological means from 1950 to 2014 and plot
'reinit'

*Graphical window with white background
'set display color white'
'c'

*Loading the file: sdfopen /path/file.nc Type all in the same line
'sdfopen /dados/reboita/trainings/CMIP6/
tas_Amon_CanESM5_historical_r1i1p1f1_gn_185001-201412_remap_cal.nc' 

*Monthly means
'define m1=ave(tas,t=1,t=1980,12)'
'define m2=ave(tas,t=2,t=1980,12)'
'define m3=ave(tas,t=3,t=1980,12)'
'define m4=ave(tas,t=4,t=1980,12)'
'define m5=ave(tas,t=5,t=1980,12)'
'define m6=ave(tas,t=6,t=1980,12)'
'define m7=ave(tas,t=7,t=1980,12)'
'define m8=ave(tas,t=8,t=1980,12)'
'define m9=ave(tas,t=9,t=1980,12)'
'define m10=ave(tas,t=10,t=1980,12)'
'define m11=ave(tas,t=11,t=1980,12)'
'define m12=ave(tas,t=12,t=1980,12)'

Open a text editor 
gedit → Linux
notepad++ → Windows

GrADS sintaxe:
Commands inside ' ' 
Comment *

Part I



Part II Part III

*Seasonal means

'define djf=(m1+m2+m12)/3'
'define mam=(m3+m4+m5)/3'
'define jja=(m6+m7+m8)/3'
'define son=(m9+m10+m11)/3'

*Annual mean

*option 1
'define annual=(djf+mam+jja+son)/4'

*option 2
*'define annual=(tas,t=1,tas=1980)'

*Plotting

time=1
while(time<=12)
'set t 'time

'set gxout shaded'
'set clevs -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20'
'set ccols 9 14 4 11 5 10 7 12 8 2 6'

*Remove bottom grads information
'set grads off'

*Increase the font size
'set xlopts 1 1 0.16'
'set ylopts 1 1 0.14'

*Changing the TAS unit to Celsius
'd m'time'-273.15'
'draw title TAS ('time')'
'cbarn.gs'
*Defining the path to store the figures
'printim /dados/reboita/trainings/CMIP6/
figures/TAS_'time'.png' 

*Click enter to see each image
pull n
'c'

time=time+1
endwhile



Air temperature 2-m (oC) 

January and June (1850-2014)



Save the previous script with 
the name do_difference.gs

In this script, load the 
historical file and future file 
and compute the monthly 
and seasonal means 

Historical period: 1995-2014 
Future period: 2080-2099

Plot the seasonal difference 
between future (2080-2099) 
and historical period (1995-
2014).









DJF MAM

JJA SON

Air temperature 2-m (oC) 
Future (2080-2099) - Historical (1995-2014)



Extracting a time series

Using CDO: merge the files of historical and future periods

Using GrADS: compute the monthly mean of the air temperature for each 
time step for the whole globe and for an area covering Uzbekistan, convert 
the unit from K to oC and save the results in a text file with the configuration:

Month Year  Globe            UZ

Using Excel: plot the monthly time series.
Compute the annual mean and make a new plot.

Uzbekistan coordinates
lon1 = 56
lon2 = 73
lat1 = 37
lat2 = 45.5

cdo mergetime in_01.nc in_02.nc out.nc







Month Year   Globe     UZ

Excel



From the monthly data, get the annual mean.

You can compute it using Excel. See Dr. Ali’s tutorial. 



Tutorial

CORDEX: Download



CORDEX-CORE (Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiments - 
Coordinated Output for Regional Evaluations)

- set of simulations for most CORDEX domains

- scenarios RCPs 2.6 and 8.5, and

- 25 km of horizontal resolution



Climate Dynamics Journal has a 
special issue focusing on the 
CORDEX-CORE 



https://cordex.org/experiment-guidelines/cordex-core/cordex-
core-simulations/

WEBPAGE



WEBPAGE

CORDEX-CORE available projections

Projections are performed by volunteers (no financial support).

WCRP needs more researchers to collaborate with the work.

CAS-22



https://esgf-data.dkrz.de/search/cordex-dkrz/











Domain

Central Asia: CAS22  (25 km of horizontal resolution)



The next selection is RCM model
But not all models in the list are available for CAS
To know the models available for CAS click on search 
and come back to RCM option 









In this selection we 
obtained the air 
temperature at 200 
and 850 hPa. 
But we are interested 
in near-surface air 
temperature.
Let’s do a new 
selection.



First, remove the air temperature 
selected by clicking on x



Select the 
variable and 
click on search

1.

2.



Ok!
Click on List Files



Click on this and “save as”

Note that the files are 
separated by periods



Follow the previous steps, download:

Variable: near-surface air temperature 
(tas)
Frequency: monthly
Experiment: RCP8.5 scenario
Period: 2050-2060
Model: HadGEM2-ES



Remove this option



1.

2.





Click on this and “save as”



Knowing the dataset

GrADS does not understand a 360 day 

calendar.

Grid coordinate is curvilinear. 

We will use CDO to adapt the file.

But before, we will merge the historical 

files.





Before executing the command

cdo remapbil,grid.txt infile.nc 
outfile.nc

it is necessary to construct a txt file 
with the grid information.

This  information can be obtained 
using

cdo sinfo infile.nc

Open a text editor and type the 
grid information

gedit gridCAS.txt &

gridtype = latlon
xsize = 521
ysize = 205
xfirst = 10.8
xinc = 0.25
yfirst = 18.0
yinc = 0.25

Grid coordinate

Defining 0.25o x 0.25o as horizontal 

resolution. So, the number of grid 

points is obtained as:

lon = 130o / 0.25o = 520 + 1 = 521

lat = 51o / 0.25o = 204 + 1 = 205

Suggesting of editor for Windows: notepad++ 

140o-10o=130o

69o-18o=51o



gedit is a text editor of Linux



Adjusting grid and coordinates: future

Knowing the new historical file

Listing files

We still have the problem 
with the calendar if we want 
to work with GrADS software

Adjusting grid and coordinates: historical period



Adjusting calendar: future

Knowing the new historical file

Listing files

Adjusting calendar: historical period



Load the files in GrADS

Compute the mean air 

temperature for 

historical period 1995-2005

future: 2061-2070

Plot a map FUTURE - 

HISTORICAL 

enter
enter

sdfopen file.nc

sdfopen tas_CAS-22_MOHC-HadGEM2-ES_historical_r1i1p1_ GERICS-
REMO2015_v1_mon_199101-200512_remap_cal.nc

sdfopen tas_CAS-22_MOHC-HadGEM2-ES_rcp85_r1i1p1_GERICS- 
REMO2015_v1_mon_206101-207012_remap_cal.nc



Attention: both files have a variable with the same name

Numbers are attributed to the variables to identify them 
following the order of the sdfopen

UZ



Task completed

Future - Historical

Air temperature 



To improve your learning, read more about

CDO

https://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo/wiki/Tutorial

https://gianni.geosci.monash.edu/tools/climate-data-analysis-tutorial/ 

GrADS

 http://cola.gmu.edu/grads/gadoc/tutorial.html 

https://www2.atmos.umd.edu/~dkuhl/documents/GRADSmanual.pdf

https://gradsaddict.blogspot.com/p/tutorials.html  

RCMs

 https://nyaspubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/nyas.13932 

https://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo/wiki/Tutorial
https://gianni.geosci.monash.edu/tools/climate-data-analysis-tutorial/
http://cola.gmu.edu/grads/gadoc/tutorial.html
https://www2.atmos.umd.edu/~dkuhl/documents/GRADSmanual.pdf
https://gradsaddict.blogspot.com/p/tutorials.html
https://nyaspubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/nyas.13932


Reference

If you use the 
content of 
this tutorial, 
please cite:

Reboita, M., & Ali, S. (2023, novembro 9). How can 
we download CMIP and CORDEX datasets?. 
Zenodo. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10094676
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